1. Refer to Hutchens Installation Instructions for hanger and seat installation.

2. For mounting heights refer to Hutchens Catalog.

3. When considering 7 and 8 leaf springs, use the single axle/wide spread springs; 751-06, 752-02/06.

4. For mounting heights refer to Hutchens catalog.

5. Recommended spring clearance 6.50. Refer to Hutchens Catalog.

6. For hanger mounting, refer to Hutchens Catalog.
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H9700 TANDEM/TRI-AXLE OVERSLUNG UNDERMOUNT HGRS 54.5°

FRAME DATUM

MOUNTING HEIGHT TYP

NO-HOP OPTION - REAR AXLE ONLY
REMAINING AXLES ARE OVERSLUNG

TANDEM AXLE OVERSLUNG

TRI-AXLE OVERSLUNG

FORWARD